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This book is the second volume of the new series of Elsevier Science Publish
ers Studies in the History and Philosophy of Mathematics. The contents of the 
book completely corresponds to the title of the series: it is devoted to the philo
sophical aspects of Brouwer's work, mainly to his philosophy of mathematics. 
There exists a voluminous literature pertaining to intuitionistic mathematics 
and logic. As a result one can see that problems of intuitionistic arithmetic, 
intuitionistic proof theory etc. have been minutely investigated in many re
markable books. But the area of intuitionistic philosophy is still remaining as 
some terra incognita. Meanwhile, just in field of philosophical "subtleties" one 
should look for features in which intuitionism differs from other constructive 
trends in logic and mathematics (e.g. from "Russian constructivism" of A. 
Markov). After all, historically, intuitionism arose just as philosophical con
ception in foundations of mathematics. Therefore the van Stigt's book (which 
deals in a comprehensive and detailed manner with a complex of problems 
related to this subject) is very important. 

First of all it should be indicated that the author does not have a claim 
on the all-round analysis of the whole Intuitionism, but he has restricted him
self solely to investigation of work of L.E.J. Brouwer. He aimed at analysing 
"the whole of Brouwer's systematic speculation on the origine and nature of 
mathematics, his definition of norms and principles in accordance with this 
philosophy and his attempts to put these principles into practice". (p. XIV) 

The book under review is divided into six chapters. The first chapter con
tains a complete and thoroughly compiled list of Brouwer's known writings. It 
includes data of published as well as unpublished works of Brouwer and oc
cupies 18 pages. The next chapter is a biographical essay of Brouwer's work. 
Van Stigt describes a historical formation and development of Brouwer's ideas 
in the light of his original personality. The author does not much care about 
detailed description of the whole Brouwer's life: he concentrates only upon the 
focal points and the most important periods of Brouwer's work: (1) creating of 
the book "Life, Art and Mysticism" (1905) (van Stigt gives great consideration 
to this remarkable book and in that way he makes up some deficiency which 
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presents in literature - although this book is very important for an adequate 
understanding of Brouwer's philosophy, it has been ignored for a long time by 
many researchers); (2) Brouwer's academic activity in 1908-1913; (3) Brouwer's 
Intuitionist campaign in 1918-1928 (including Brouwer-Hilbert controversy). 

In the third chapter ("Brouwer's Philosophy") general trends of philosoph
ical thought of Brouwer are considered. The author does not claim that he re
constructed a complete and coherent philosophy which could be distilled from 
Brouwer's writings. The main goal of the book is Brouwer's philosophy of 
mathematics; thus, general philosophical ideas of Brouwer are considered in 
this chapter as are relevant and helpful for an understanding of his philosophy 
of mathematics. Van Stigt investigates historical origins of Brouwer's philo
sophical thought, and considers an influence of Kantian philosophy and french 
intuitionist tradition on development of Brouwer's ideas. He also does not leave 
without attention the relations between Brouwer and his "dialectical partner" 
G. Mannoury. Nevertheless he emphasizes that Brouwer's philosophical ideas 
were profoundly original: "Brouwer ... was not a blind follower of any master, 
school or trend". (p. 114) Being a flat antagonist of academic philosophy, 
Brouwer considers philosophy as "a kind of natural wisdom, the result of med
itative reflection by the mind". (p. 116) Van Stigt stresses that, in contrast to 
many philosophers who rejected "mysticism", Brouwer gave mystical a promi
nent and important place and included it in his philosophy as an essential 
component. That conditioned his general conception of Univers. According to 
Brouwer, the basic aspects of Univers are the Self, Consciousness, God and the 
physical world. Brouwer's interpretation of Consciousness and his distinguish
ing between its main phases is of particular importance. Van Stigt ends the 
chapter with a consideration of these phases, especially of the "isolated causal 
phase" and the "social phase" of social acting and language. 

The fourth chapter ("Brouwer's Philosophy of Mathematics") opens with an 
analysis of the notion of Primordial intuition of time. The author also consid
ers the Brouwer's general conception of intuition and the correlation between 
Intuitive thinking and mathematics, and describes Brouwer's conception of the 
nature of mathematics. Brouwer distinguished between first-order mathemat
ics (which is restricted to the actual constructive activity with the elements 
of Intuition), mathematics of the second order (mathematical consideration of 
mathematics of the first order), and mathematics of the third order (the stage 
of formalization). Van Stigt notes in this connection that Brouwer had a "prior
ity" over Hilbert for authorship of the notion of metamathematics. (p. 161) But 
one could consider this assertion as at least questionable: such an identification 
of Hilbert's metamathematics and Brouwer's mathematics of the second order 
hardly is correct. Van Stigt also emphasizes that Brouwer "exposed the non
viability of Hilbert's Programme long before Godel's Incompleteness Proof" (p. 
161), and considers this circumstance as a very important one. However, this 
estimation should not be evaluated as fully correct either, because such a com
parison between above mentioned Godel's Theorem and Brouwer's philosophy 
is not quite lawful. Brouwer rejected Hilbert's Programme as it was incompat-
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ible with his philosophical understanding of the nature of mathematics. But 
Godel proved that Hilbert's Programme could not be successfully completed 
due to its own inner features. Readers also can find in this chapter au analysis 
of Brouwer's conception of constructiveness and existence and detailed consid
eration of Brouwer's theory of the Idealized Mathematician (the Creating Free 
Subject). 

The fifth chapter is called "Language and Logic". From Brouwer's point 
of view language in its widest sense is an instrument of will-transmition and 
inducement to labour. According to him here is to be found the primordial 
origin of language. Van Stigt illustrates the main features of Brouwer's ideas 
concerning relations between language and thought. He says that the separa
tion of thought and language (as well as absolute separation of mathematics 
and "mathematical language") is the "first recognition of Intuitionism", its 
"most far-reaching thesis" (p. 199) and its "most distinctive feature" (p. 219) 
Van Stigt considers Brouwer's treatment of functions of language (firstly - lan
guage is an aid of the memory; secondly - it is a medium of communication), 
and Brouwer's conception of Truth (Truth is not a characteristic of proposi
tions, it is in reality, i.e. in "experience of consciousness"). But the most 
part of the chapter is devoted to Brouwer's analysis of logic and Brouwer's 
programme of its reform. The author describes Brouwer's notion of negation 
and his refutation of the Principle of the Excluded Middle (PEM). Van Stigt 
convincingly argues that Brouwer's aim was not a simple refutation merely this 
concrete principle, but his purpose was a total criticism of the general role of 
logic. Brouwer considered PEM as an illustration to his general thesis that 
logical principles was unreliable. However, van Stigt draws a conclusion that 
Brouwer came to grief in a realisation of the deep philosophical purposes of 
his conception. Brouwer did not succeed in keeping the mathematical pure
thought construction wholly isolated from its verbal accompaniment. That 
provoked the crisis in Brouwer's Intuitionism and caused an appearance of the 
new (post-Brouwer) Intuitionism, which was overly pragmatic and renounced 
the Brouwer's "mystical" philosophy. All the Brouwer's followers were united 
in "dismissing his philosophy, his metaphysics as irrelevant ... " (p. 274). The 
author marks a great contribution of Heyting to popularisation and develop
ment of Intuitionism. 

The main subjects of the last chapter ("Brouwer's Intuitionist Mathemat
ics") are Brouwerian separable mathematics and Brouwer's treatment of the 
mathematical continuum. These problems are considered mainly on infor
mal level (such a manner of consideration surely corresponds to the spirit of 
Brouwer's Intuitionism), an analysis of the philosophical background of the 
problems is given. 

The book ends with 13 Appendices (pp. 387-507), which are a selection of 
Brouwer's writings. It is a valuable addition to the volume, because Brouwer's 
writings placed there had not been accessible to a large circle of readers. Most 
of these writings have not been published at all, the others have only been 
published in Dutch. There are "Profession of Faith of L.E.J. Brouwer", "Will, 
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Knowledge and Speathe", the Rejected Parts of Brouwer's Dissertation, a se
lection of the Brouwer-Korteweg Correspondence etc. among these writings. 

So much for the contents of the book. I will now make a general evaluation. 
Of course, one could note some shortcomings of the book. A methodological 
position of the author is not quite clear. Therefore van Stigt gives sometimes 
a simple description of problems rather than their analysis. In some places of 
the book the author tries to explain the features of Brouwer's ideas by means 
of simple reference to Brouwer's personality; e.g. in such a manner: "The only 
real key to the source of his views and philosophy is the person of Brouwer 
himself ... " (p. 114); " ... the low regard for language has its deeper source 
in Brouwer's character and temperament." (p. 193) Certainly, a personal
ity of any great thinker leaves an appreciable mark on his work and ideas; 
but from a philosophical point of view it would be more important to expose 
the methodological origins and prerequisites of Brouwer's philosophy. Never
theless, the book has much more merits that demerits. In fact, it is a with 
skill written encyclopedia of Brouwer's philosophy, and contains a great deal 
of useful information. In the meanwhile many aspects of Brouwer's ideas has 
been investigated not quite sufficiently. The book of van Stigt makes a valu
able contribution to investigation of intuitionistic philosophy, and will probably 
promote the rising of the new interest for this philosophy on the part of the 
foundational specialists, as well as a large circle of readers. 




